Wizard of OZ (WOZ) is a well-established method for simulating the functionality and user experience of future systems. Using a human wizard to mimic certain operations of a potential system is particularly useful in situations where extensive engineering eort would otherwise be needed to explore the design possibilities oered by such operations. The WOZ method has been widely used in connection with speech and language technologies, but advances in sensor technology and pattern recognition as well as new application areas such as human-robot interaction have made it increasingly relevant to the design of a wider range of interactive systems. In such cases achieving acceptable performance at the user interface level often hinges on resource intensive improvements such as domain tuning, which are better done once the overall design is relatively stable. While WOZ is recognised as a valuable prototyping technique, surprisingly little eort has been put into exploring it from a methodological point of view. Starting from a survey of the literature, this paper presents a systematic investigation and analysis of the design space for WOZ for language technology applications, and proposes a generic architecture for tool support that supports the integration of components for speech recognition and synthesis as well as for machine translation. This architecture is instantiated in WebWOZa new web-based open-source WOZ prototyping platform. The viability of generic support is explored empirically through a series of evaluations. Researchers from a variety of backgrounds were able to create experiments, independent of their previous experience with WOZ. The approach was further validated through a number of real experiments, which also helped to identify a number of possibilities for additional support, and agged potential issues relating to consistency in Wizard performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Obtaining feedback early in the design process is important for developing high quality interactive systems. Gould and Lewis (1985) identied`Iterative Design' as one of three key principles for developing usable products and argue that problems and design faults can be discovered and consequently xed through early and ongoing user testing. Prototypes, either physical or in the form of software, are valuable instruments for eliciting this sort of Interacting with Computers, 2015 user feedback. Examples include paper prototypes (Bailey et al., 2008) , sketches (Kieer et al., 2010) , and wireframes (Li et al., 2010) as well as 3D prototypes (Séquin, 2005 ) and more advanced mock-ups (Aleksy et al., 2010) .
Wizard of Oz (WOZ) is an important prototyping method
used by researchers and designers to obtain feedback on functionalities that would otherwise require signicant resources to be implemented. In a WOZ experiment a human`wizard' mimics the functions of a system, either entirely or in part, which permits the evaluation of potential user experiences and interaction strategies without the need for building a fully functional product rst (Gould et al., 1983) . While WOZ can be applied in a variety of interaction scenarios, ranging from mixed-reality simulations (Dow et al., 2005a) to human-robot interaction (Saint-Aimé et al., 2011) , it is mainly in the area of speech and Natural Language Processing (NLP) where the method is regularly employed, and where we see an even greater demand for it in the future.
The reason for this expected increase can be found in the fact that the use of language technologies such as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Machine Translation (MT) and Text-to-Speech Synthesis (TTS) has risen signicantly in recent years. One driver of adoption has been increasingly ubiquitous access to products and services outside traditional oce environments, where in many cases language technology solutions oer distinct advantages (e.g. hands-free and eyes-free interaction such as the use of speech to control a mobile phone).
Another contributing factor is the improved performance of these technologies which has opened up new application areas in dierent elds. This trend is visible both from an application perspective, in the widespread use of voice dialing, in-car navigation systems with speech interfaces, instant web-based machine translation from mobile devices, and transactions accessed through Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems, as well as from a research perspective, in emerging areas such as speech-tospeech translation (Stüker et al., 2006) and human-avatar interaction (Bradley et al., 2010) .
However, the technology at hand is not perfect and typically substantial engineering eort (gathering of corpora, training, tuning) is needed before prototypes involving such technologies can deliver a user experience robust enough to allow potential applications to be evaluated with real users. For Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), methods like sketching and wire-framing enable the designer to obtain early impressions and initial user feedback on a given application scenario. However, these low-delity prototyping techniques do not map well onto systems based around speech and other forms of natural language. Applications that use Language Technology Components such as ASR, MT or TTS as their predominant interaction channel require a dierent design approach and WOZ can be seen as a method that oers a means of`sketching' language-based interaction.
A review of the literature supports the view that WOZ is strongly associated with the design of interfaces that include natural language components, and related tasks such as the gathering of corpora. The ACM Guide to Computing Literature, which contains over 2.1 million bibliographic entries at the time of writing 4 lists 2,045 hits for the search term`Wizard of Oz', of which 35.6% (727 hits) also include the keyword`Natural Language', 25.4% the keyword`Dialog(ue) System(s)' (520 hits), 25.8% the keywords`Corpus' or`Corpora' (528 hits), 29.3% the keyword`Speech recognition' (600 hits) and 59.8% the keyword`Speech' (1,222 hits). 653 entries for Wizard of Oz did not contain any of these keywords (31.9%). The IEEE Xplore Digital Library (over 3.6 million records at time of writing) 5 lists 885 entries for`Wizard of Oz', 33.6% (297 hits) of which also contain the term`Natural Language', 35.6% (315 hits)`Dialog(ue) System(s) ', 28.4% (251 hits) the terms`Corpus' or`Corpora', 40.3% (357 hits) the term`Speech Recognition' and 68.1% (603 hits) the term Speech'. 248 entries did not contain any of these keywords (28%). Papers including the term`Machine Translation' are less common with 50 hits in the ACM library and 31 hits in the IEEE library, with most of these being recent. While early applications of WOZ mainly focused on simulating natural language interaction based on pure text or speech, we do see a shift towards multi-modality in recent years. However, even within this shift it is the NLP aspect of a study that typically needs the most simulation, as existing technology is simply not mature enough to be used without signicant upfront investment.
Within this language-centred application area we can identify three distinct uses of the WOZ technique for designing interactive systems. Firstly, within interaction design, it is clearly possible to apply this approach to investigate the design of human-computer dialogues. Secondly, it can be used as a means for collecting language corpora (which feeds into both interaction design and engineering work to train and tune technology components), and thirdly researchers developing technology components can employ it as a means for conducting evaluations of their performance in specic application areas, without facing the engineering eort of constructing the application itself (which may require more robust components than are currently available).
In order to expand on this general classication of WOZ prototyping for Language Technology applications this paper presents a systematic analysis of the existing design 4 http://dl.acm.org/ [Accessed: Dec. 23 rd 2013] 5 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/guesthome.jsp [Accessed: Dec. 23 rd 2013] Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 space. This analysis is based on an extensive survey of the literature, semi-structured interviews with researchers from industry and academia who are actively involved in WOZ studies, and the requirements of researchers from a large collaborative project focused on language technology development.
After an initial overview of possible application scenarios we move on to describing the two categories of software programs that currently support the WOZ method with respect to language technologies. Looking at the wizard task and its interplay with technology components we then analyse possible improvements in terms of tool support. In the second half of the paper we present WebWOZ -a web-based open-source WOZ prototyping platform, and empirically explore the viability of generic support through a series of evaluations involving both the construction and execution of experiments.
It should be noted that even though the following analysis focuses mainly on WOZ prototyping for language technology applications, we believe that most, if not all, of the identied aspects generalise to other technologies and related studies, and therefore should be seen as relevant to the broader domain of prototyping Human-Computer
Interactions. As an important goal of our own research was to support exploration of multilingual scenarios, we focus on systems that may be capable of integrating machine translation, although from the literature we can clearly see that WOZ is predominantly used in monolingual settings.
WIZARD OF OZ AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Human simulation as a prototyping method was rst applied more than 40 years ago when Erdmann and Neal (1971) tested their concept of a self-service airline ticket kiosk and then later when Gould et al. (1983) explored the possibilities of the`Listening Typewriter'.
The name`Wizard of Oz' or`OZ Paradigm', respectively, was given to the method by Kelley (1983) who used it to simulate a calendar application that could be operated via natural language input. Thereafter several researchers employed this new technique for prototyping natural language based interaction (Good et al., 1984; Gould et al., 1987; Carroll and Aaronson, 1988; Hill and Miller, 1988; Jönsson and Dahlbäck, 1988) , which sometimes was also referred to as PNAMBIC (Pay No Attention to the Man BehInd the Curtain) (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991) , before rst Hauptmann (1989) and then later
De Marconnay et al. (1993) extended its application area from testing purely text-and speech-based interaction to evaluating gestures and face recognition.
This expansion in scope continued with Salber and Coutaz (1993b) who looked at multi-modal interaction, leading to the introduction of multiple wizards. In more recent years WOZ experiments have been used for a variety of purposes, including prototyping multimodal information retrieval (Rajman et al., 2006) , testing speech-based ight booking systems (Karpov et al., 2008) and simulating a virtual doorman (Mäkelä et al., 2001) .
Exploring relatively open interaction spaces, Bradley et al. (2009) used WOZ to evaluate users' experiences when interacting with a web-based social companion, Goldstein et al. (1999) employed it to investigate navigation in voice-controlled dialogues, and Davis (1998) tested the advantages of active help when using an unfamiliar software application. Further examples of WOZ experimentation and how they are used can be found in Dahlbäck et al. (1993) .
While these examples illustrate a variety of use cases for the method, the vast majority of them t the categories described in the preceding section, namely: exploring interaction strategies (Okamoto et al., 2001 ) and designing dialogues (Howell et al., 2005) , collecting text and speech corpora (Benzmüller et al., 2003) , and evaluating components (Skantze and Hjalmarsson, 2010) . In terms of its use in interaction design, as with low-delity prototyping methods for software based on GUIs, WOZ can play a role in shaping an application structure and improving the`naturalness' of an interaction. The method supports designers in producing appropriate dialogue models and allows them to improve their understanding of a domain.
Although user behaviour is usually the focus of WOZ studies, analyses of wizard behaviour have also been conducted, for example in a study by Rieser and Lemon (2010) , who used a WOZ setting to gather data on whether to present visual information or to use only speech in clarication requests. A nal area in which WOZ was found to be helpful is the exploration of emotions (Scherer and Schwenker, 2008) and social aspects of human-machine interactions (Deruyter et al., 2005) . (Lamel, 1998) . Collecting context-specic and language-specic corpora helps to expand the reach of existing technologies. The desired output from an experiment in this setting is typically the input supplied by the non-wizard user, whether it is typed text, speech, or multi-modal input (for example speech and gestures).
WIZARDS AS USERS AND THEIR INTEREST IN THE METHOD
Those involved in the development of these technology components may also be interested in WOZ as it allows them to evaluate the performance of their products in a real-world setting, for example within a specic application context. Using WOZ these technologies can be tested in more realistic, task-focussed evaluations (many existing language technology component evaluations are otherwise based on context-free standardised benchmarks), without the need to construct a fully working system around them (which is usually not the focus of their work). The usual benchmark of such an experiment might be the word error rate for the recognition of application-specic utterances, rather than the design of the dialogue itself or other aspects of task performance.
Finally, while we do not focus on it in this paper, WOZ has also been used in psycho-linguistic research into how human-human dialogues dier from human-computer dialogues. In particular the area of syntactic and lexical alignment has been the focus of recent work (Branigan et al., 2003 (Branigan et al., , 2011 Cowan et al., 2012 were actively involved in at least one WOZ study, and 13 of them indicated that they had used WOZ in a variety of experiments. Interviews were semi-structured and participants were asked about their motivation for using the method, the challenges they had to overcome when doing so, and the tools they had employed. The recordings were fully transcribed and analysed through an open coding process before grouping them inclusively in the sections highlighted below (results are summarised in Table 1 ). The coding and thematic analysis was carried out by one of the authors and subsequently cross-checked by another member of the team.
Reasons for using WOZ
Exploring new design ideas before they are implemented was cited as a reason for using WOZ by the majority (13) of interviewees. This rationale is expressed in the following statement:
So we had this idea of building this multi-lingual translation system but we were not very sure, so we wanted to do a
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 The biggest point is to save time in developing the actual technology, to allow you to test out alternatives without over-committing to one of them early on.), in which case the possibility for quickly putting together dierent design proposals is a key property of the method:
Like if you were thinking about a A or B design you can quickly put both together and then ride through you know half a dozen people and see which of the two designs seems to work better.(Participant S03).
Finally, two others mentioned that they had used it to evaluate some of their technology components (S15: We performed WoZ experiments three times to evaluate our dialogue system.).
Challenges to overcome
In terms of problems researchers were facing it seems that delays coming from the wizard constitute the biggest challenge, specically mentioned by 9 of the 20 interviewees (S07: The delay seemed to be the biggest problem.). These delays were attributed to a number of dierent aspects of the wizard task (S09: All they needed to do is type in a message and type enter.), information overload (S04: Moreover the problem was that theoretically I should only look at the non-verbal behaviour and the acoustic information.) or simply rooted in a lack of wizard training (S19: No, no specic training at all, we made some pilots.). Another particular challenge was found in`hiding the wizard' (mentioned by 7 interviewees) so that people would believe that they are in fact interacting with a piece of technology rather than a human being (S11: You have to make sure that users really don't feel that there is someone staying in the other room.). This requirement for realism of the simulated functionality is not restricted to giving the user the impression that they are interacting with a real system but it also involves reecting the complexity of the underlying technology in a way that conforms to the designer's expectations (S20: The more complicated the technology the bigger the challenge of making the simulation reect what might really happen.).
Also in connection with this issue, some interviewees highlighted the challenge of maintaining consistent wizard behaviour (mentioned by 7 interviewees) and remarked on how inconsistencies can inuence evaluation results (S16:
I mean it has to be consistent. It has to give the same Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 answer all the time. If you are not consistent then the user will be very confused by what they are seeing and they might give you feedback on something, on, well they will give you feedback and you, it will be hard for you to know whether or not they are responding or I should say which version of the interface they are responding to. (Participant S18) Finally, the simulation of errors or suboptimal system performance was found to be important (mentioned by 2 interviewees), both for testing error-recovery routines as well as for conveying realistic system behaviour:
So you start becoming better at mimicking a real system so from time to time you would throw in an error or a misrecognition or something that would basically make the participant to try to recover. (Participant S03). (Doherty et al., 2012; Karamanis et al., 2011) , how combining MT with other components such as TTS may inuence the perceived user experience of products (Schneider and Luz, 2011) , or how ASR might be used to help language learners better pronounce foreign words (Cabral et al., 2012) .
These practical examples combined with the previously analysed literature and complemented by the interview study described above, supports the conclusion that there is a need for more generic tool support which to date has not been addressed or explored suciently, and that such tool support should pay particular attention to experimentation involving real or simulated language technology components. Thirdly, tracking mechanisms and data exports would need to be available in order to analyse user behaviour.
REQUIREMENTS FOR WIZARD OF OZ TOOL SUPPORT
In addition, being able to gather data on wizard task performance and how it changes depending on the experiment setting, and over the course of an experiment, can be seen as a feature that could make this prototyping method more robust. Existing problems with this sort of data logging were explicitly mentioned in our interview study (S12: Actually the logging is another challenge which ... what happened to us is that we lost data), and therefore clearly highlight its importance and the need for improvement.
On the other hand, from a more qualitative point of view we see that currently the requirements for installing multiple software components and conguring the network (to support the connection between the user and the wizard) quickly increases the amount of time and resources needed for running WOZ, and therefore diminishes its value as a low-delity prototyping method.
A further complication is that technology components are often platform-specic. Hence, reducing this cost of setting up, designing and running experiments would make the method more attractive and accessible to researchers and designers of all elds.
Finally, another qualitative aspect that currently poses signicant challenges for WOZ experiments, is the workload of the human wizard while running evaluations (Salber and Coutaz, 1993b 
EXISTING WIZARD OF OZ TOOL SUPPORT
Even though there seems to be a clear demand for integrating WOZ support into language technology frameworks, only a limited range of applications oer adequate functionalities to do so. From the literature, the software tools and frameworks that have been used for prototyping language-based interaction scenarios dier greatly between the dierent application scenarios.
Furthermore, many of those referred to require a considerable amount of set-up time and often depend on obsolete technology. Many also do not appear to be publicly available.
Generally applications and frameworks that may support WOZ exploration can be separated into two categories. In the rst category we nd Dialogue Management (DM) tools which focus on the evaluation of language technology components and whose primary application lies in the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and machine learning. Tools from the second category, herein referred to as pure WOZ tools, instead rely completely on human simulation, which makes them more suitable for exploratory analyses.
Dialogue Management Tools
Two of the better known examples for DM tools are the CSLU toolkit (Sutton et al., 1998) and the Olympus Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 dialogue framework (Bohus et al., 2007) . Others include the Jaspis dialogue management system (Turunen and Hakulinen, 2000) and the EPFL dialogue platform (Cenek et al., 2005) . DM tools explore the languagebased interaction between a human and a system and aim at improving this dialogue. They usually provide an application development interface which is used by a programmer to specify the dialogue ow and its integration of dierent language technology components like ASR and TTS. Once designed the dialogue is tested using human participants. In doing so the main focus lies on testing and improving the quality of the technology components used. Typically, these tools depend on the language technology components that are integrated which means that test results will depend heavily on the quality of the existing technology.
The CSLU toolkit for example, oers speechrecognition, natural language understanding, speech synthesis as well as a talking head. Modules are integrated into a stand-alone graphical authoring environment, which allows dialogue ows to be specied. Dialogue elements are dragged onto a canvas where they can be arranged and linked using a ow chart-like notation that also supports decisions, random generators and loop backs. Input and output can be dened separately for each element so that it is possible to integrate and combine text, spoken and touch-tone based interaction. Even though an integration of WOZ support was planned, to our knowledge the functionality never made it into any of the nal product releases. In general, however, the CSLU toolkit can be seen as a straight-forward prototyping tool that requires little experience, which makes it suitable for both designers as well as NLP researchers. Providing a simple graphical interface increases accessiblity for people without a technical background.
In contrast, the Olympus dialogue framework constitutes a powerful client-server environment for implementing and running spoken dialogue systems. The goal of the framework is to provide a highly scalable platform for language technology research, yet its support for quick prototyping is low. Composed of several dierent components (i.e. an audio server, the Apollo interaction manager, the Phoenix grammar parser, the RavenClaw dialogue manager (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2003) , the Rosetta language generator, and the Kalliope speech synthesiser), none of which provides a graphical interface, it requires a high level of technical know-how to set-up and use. Also, while WOZ experimentation is certainly possible (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005) Finally, a third application, the NEIMO platform, was mainly used in the 1990's to study the potential of multimodal user interfaces (Balbo et al., 1993 (Munteanu and Boldea, 2000) for dialogue systems, QuickWoZ (Smeddinck et al., 2010) to study embodied conversational agents, WOZ Pro (Hundhausen et al., 2007) and SketchWizard (Davis et al., 2007) for simulating pen-based interaction, and Polonius (Lu et al., 2011) and DOMER (Villano et al., 2011) to control a robot. WOZ functionality can also be found in Topiary (Li et al., 2004) and BrickRoad (Liu and Li, 2007) , tools for prototyping location-enhanced applications.
Finally, Liu et al. (2009) describe a WOZ interface to support the study of information presentation strategies for spoken dialogue systems and, Otto et al. (2011) developed a tool based on the SEMAINE framework 8 , a multi-modal dialogue system that aims at sustaining conversations with human users.
An exception to these rather specialised tools can be found in Ozlab (Pettersson and Siponen, 2002) When it comes to using the tools of third party providers, adoption can be inhibited by a lack of technical documentation or simply because of the amount of time that is needed to become accustomed with the relevant code base, which may be comparable to what it would cost to build a separate tool. We mainly see this when looking at the variation of pure WOZ applications presented in the literature. For example Polonius (Lu et al., 2011) and DOMER (Villano et al., 2011) are both wizard tools that are used to control a robot. While the underlying research interest for which they were built might dier, they share the same core functionality, namely sending essentially pre-dened commands to a remote system.
One can also see similarities with QuickWoZ (Smeddinck et al., 2010) ; although the focus of QuickWoZ lies on avatar-based interaction, the underlying concept remains the same. From an application point of view, the dierence between sending commands to a robot and controlling the feedback given through an animated character on a screen is relatively small. Similarities can also be found between MDWOZ (Munteanu and Boldea, 2000) and DiaWoZ (Fiedler and Gabsdil, 2002) as well as between WOZ Pro (Hundhausen et al., 2007) and SketchWizard (Davis et al., 2007) . An obstacle for reusing a tool may, however, be found in the programming framework that is used to build it, although in this case a possible solution can be the provision of appropriate software interfaces.
If we look at dialogue management tools, generic support seems more complicated. In this case, as WOZ is often treated as an integrated function rather than being a separate external tool environment, the potential re-usability is limited to the re-usability of the entire dialogue framework. Here WOZ changes from being an evaluation method informing the design to being an integral part of the nal product. Nevertheless, by focusing on a modular composition as demonstrated by Olympus (Bohus et al., 2007) , the WOZ function could be liberated and consequently re-used with other comparable frameworks. An advantage of this separation process is not only that a dedicated WOZ module could be integrated with other dialogue environments, but it would also allow WOZ to be treated as as an independent component whose further development could be inuenced by multiple parties inside as well as outside a given research team.
External feedback would also make it easier to improve and ne-tune existing functionalities as well as allow for gradually integrating novel use cases inspired by new application scenarios.
While interoperability between WOZ tools seems desirable both to save resources spent on building proprietary solutions and to expand rather than re-build already existing functionality, the applications that have been published in the literature show that the exchange between research teams is rather limited. Despite the fact that numerous examples advertise their high exibility and easy recongurability so that in theory re-use of applications would be possible, researchers solve their specic problems by creating new tools rather than improving existing ones. One reason for this is surely to be found in the varying research interests and their very distinct requirements when it comes to tool support.
Another aspect is that for applications outside the NLP domain WOZ often plays a minor role for which a quickand-dirty solution is usually sucient and building reusable components might seem unreasonable. Table 3 ). [-] signies that it is not).
In the most basic form the interaction on both sides is based on text (Case 1) and the wizard's potential task is limited to managing the dialogue (i.e. interpreting text input, dialog management, and generating text output).
An application scenario for this pure form of WOZ can be found in prototyping a chatbot or a natural language user interface (Kelley, 1984) . Replacing text input with speech input by adding a (potentially simulated) ASR component may change the task of the wizard from interpreting text to interpreting speech (if not correcting output from a speech recogniser) (Case 2). Even though the dierence may seem small it can lead to an increase in cognitive load for the wizard as spoken text cannot be revisited later on, which might lead to performance problems especially when dialogue partners use long sentences. An example for this form of interaction can be found in prototyping dictation software (Gould et al., 1983) .
The complexity of the wizard's task increases even more in cases where an additional translation component is involved. The simulation here could happen from speech input, which needs to be rst processed and then translated (Case 3). In this case the task of the wizard can be compared to somebody simultaneously translating from one language into another (Stüker et al., 2006) .
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 Meaning Here we also nd dierent task settings depending on whether the wizard simulates both ASR and MT, or one or both components are available. Even with working components the Wizard task may be quite dierent in these cases, as in Case 7 the wizard would see machine translated input and possibly correct it, whereas in Case 8 the wizard would see (and possibly correct) or interpret human input which afterwards is translated.
The highest degree of complexity exists in situations where the application scenario comprises the complete interaction pipeline as highlighted in Case 9. Even though this is possible (as illustrated later in this paper), it seems less likely that a WOZ setting would make use of (or simulate) MT on both the input as well as the output side.
For the same reason Cases 10, 11 and 12 have been less explored. However, if an interlingua or an intermediary natural language is employed in an interactive situation, such as speech-to-speech multilingual dialogue (Levin et al., 1998) , it is entirely possible that a wizard might be required to aect both sides of the MT process. This sort of intervention could take the form of correction from source language to interlingua and simulation from interlingua to target language, for instance, or simply involve simulation of the translation process through mediation between speakers without actual translation, as done by Luperfoy and Miller (1997) .
A more likely case, however, would be simulation or correction of a speech-to-speech translation system in which MT is used only on one side of the pipeline (Cases 13 and 14) (Krause, 1996; Kikui et al., 2003) .
Taking away the multi-lingual aspect, the setting of an IVR system would reduce the wizard's task to understanding or correcting speech input and producing appropriate speech output, either directly (perhaps using some sort of distortion device) or indirectly by choosing from a set of pre-recorded utterances (Case 15). Application areas for this sort of WOZ prototype include in-car navigation (Geutner et al., 2002) as well as transactions such as booking tickets (Lamel, 1998; Karpov et al., 2008) . Finally, multi-lingual information retrieval using speech (Case 16) would require the wizard to rst process a spoken request in one language and then provide appropriate information from multi-lingual sources (Schneider et al., 2010) .
The congurations detailed above provide a broad coverage of WOZ scenarios involving language technology components. However, we note that using WOZ for simulating multi-modal interaction dramatically increases its application area and at the same time places even higher demands on the wizard (Salber and Coutaz, 1993a) .
Here the aspect of processing information coming from dierent input channels and aligning the respective output has been the focus of recent research (Melichar and Cenek, 2006; Lee and Billinghurst, 2008; Serrano and Nigay, 2010 ).
In addition to the variety of tasks a wizard may potentially be confronted with along the language technology pipeline, it is also worth looking at the dierent ways language technology output might be simulated or corrected. In the literature we nd a number of experimental dierences. One commonly used setup places the wizard consecutively after an existing component where he/she is used to selectively correct or overwrite component output (Karpov et al., 2008 (Gould et al., 1983; Foster et al., 1998) .
Finally, one may also dene dierent constraints for the wizard so that experimental designs can reach from using a wizard that is able to freely generate responses, either typed or spoken (using some sort of distortion device) (Stenton and Whittaker, 1989) , to cases where the wizard is restricted to a pre-dened set of possible utterances (Bradley et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2010) .
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 Another possibility is to combine pre-dened utterances, concatenating them and lling in missing pieces manually (Cabral et al., 2012) . At this point it should also be noted that even though we generally use the acronym TTS to refer to the production of spoken system output, the term`speech generation' may be more suitable as this would also cover the use of recorded utterances as well as include specic markup language which might be employed to emphasise certain speech characteristics (i.e. pitch, prosody, etc.). As regards the dierent task variations a wizard can take on within the interaction pipeline, one can dene several dierent modes technology components can be in (Schlögl et al., 2010) . A component can be relevant for a given setting, that is, it is needed and therefore needs to be represented in some form (e.g. ASR in a hands-busy-eyesbusy situation), or it is irrelevant, in which case it must be possible to turn it o (e.g. MT in a monolingual setting).
A COMPREHENSIVE TOOL ARCHITECTURE
In however, it needs to be followed by a working component.
In cases where two or more consecutive components need to be simulated, they merge into a single task for the wizard (e.g. simulated ASR followed by simulated MT).
When one or more simulations follow a correction, they all merge into an integrated simulation. Finally, a component can only be in correction mode when either its preceding component is fully working or when it receives its input directly from a test participant. Table 4 (Gould et al., 1983) OFF Simulating OFF Simulating OFF OFF Simulating (Geutner et al., 2002) OFF Simulating OFF Simulating OFF ON OFF (Schneider et al., 2010) Furthermore, by using web services it is possible to build exible tool architectures, such as the one presented above, in a way which allows components to be integrated and replaced easily and on-the-y.
As well as removing problems associated with installation, there is also a benet in terms of interoperability with other platforms i.e. it is easy to integrate WOZ experiments into existing web-based software environments. For example, if a new interaction modality for a web-based help system needs to be tested, a WOZ client can quickly be added to an already existing interface.
From the point of view of the wizard, it is further possible to add additional information channels such as video of the user or location data, which allows the evaluation of not only speech but also multi-modal interaction. 
INVESTIGATING TOOL SUPPORT
If we look at the previously outlined design space for WOZ it seems that, (a) including the dierent congurations described in Table 3 , (b) allowing for a exible integration of technology components as shown in Table 4 , and (c) oering all interactions via web interfaces as discussed in with those built by students showed that users from both groups were able to produce viable WOZ experiments.
The following sections will describe these two rounds of evaluation in more detail and highlight some of their results.
An Initial Prototype and Requirements Study
First, inspired by the literature (Stüker et al., 2006; Chen and Raman, 2008; Geutner et al., 2002) , dierent experimental scenarios for WOZ were explored. The goal was to nd realistic settings in which a combination of various language technology components (ASR, MT, TTS) would be required. By doing so we were able to obtain a more applied view on the design space and
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A prototype for such an interface was built using basic web technologies (i.e. HTML, PHP and CSS).
The wizard interface was split into two areas; one showed the dialogue ow holding the dened dialogue utterances, the other displayed domain data i.e. data relevant to an implemented scenario. The dialogue ow was subdivided into dierent stages in order to decrease the amount of visible utterances at a time. It was possible to manually switch between dialogue stages by clicking on the respective links. The utterances to be used in a particular stage were highlighted on the screen.
By using the appropriate utterances the wizard was automatically led through the dialogue. For dealing with misunderstandings recovery utterances could be chosen from a separate area of the interface. In order to help the wizard choose suitable utterances, a set of lters were automatically applied based on the utterances that were previously sent. In cases where a test participant would change her mind, a wizard could manually update those lters without going back in the dialogue.
Having designed this initial wizard interface, a specic WOZ experiment was implemented simulating the speechbased interaction between a German speaking customer and a system recommending products (in our case products were dierent types of Internet connection bundles). An initial set of dialogue utterances for this customer-machine interaction was dened and tested for accuracy and completeness using a chat tool. After that a set of realistic WOZ experiments were conducted.
Setting
In order to have a realistic setting for our wizard evaluation, we chose an in-house study related to machine translation that was conducted by a researcher in a computational linguistics laboratory. She was observed acting as a wizard over 11 sessions with dierent test customers. Test customers were international students who were told that they would be interacting with a prototype of a new adviser system that would understand spoken input. They were asked to complete two tasks with the system. First they needed to obtain information on an oer for pre-paid Internet, and after that they were asked to inquire about a land-line contract. They were told that the system could understand spoken input but would reply via text output on the screen. None of the test customers knew that they were interacting with a human until after the test was completed. Participation in the study was voluntary and compensated with a e10 book voucher.
Wizard Observations
Detailed logs of all user and Wizard actions were recorded automatically, together with screen capture and audio, and an interview carried out immediately after the experiment. With respect to the wizard task, our evaluation identied two general aspects which were challenging for our wizard and therefore would require additional tool support.
Firstly, it was dicult for her to nd the right utterances and deal with domain data, i.e. she had problems nding the information demanded by customers.
Inuenced by the general layout of our interface, she had diculties switching her attention from one area of the screen to the other. The problem was observed mainly at the end of an experiment when she needed to select responses from the main dialogue ow as well as from the domain data area (i.e. the area that was holding the oers for dierent Internet connection bundles), which led to confusion and delays. Furthermore the dialogue ow itself caused some diculties. Even though our wizard was involved in the experiment construction and therefore familiar with all the utterances, she sometimes had problems nding the appropriate response.
This specic problem of information retrieval under time pressure was foreseeable and so our prototype design tried to oer support by providing a lter function and automatically adapting those lters based on the dialogue progress. However, the latter seemed to confuse the wizard, as it was observed several times that she manually changed lter values even though there was no need for doing so. A post-test interview conducted after the rst experiment run indicated that she felt lost and that by manually adapting the lters she tried to regain control. Hence, one could argue that a wizard interface, despite leading the interaction, needs to leave the wizard in control as any automatic support functionality (such as the lter mechanism) may lead to confusion and consequently further increase the already high cognitive demand for this task. This, however, also raises an interesting question with respect to methodology, namely who should act as the wizard. From the literature, it seems that the experiment designer will generally act as the wizard. While this could potentially be a source of bias, the experience of the evaluations would suggest that using other, more domain experienced, people as wizards is a strategy which will encounter diculty in practice without considerable familiarisation and training.
The second interesting aspect of the wizard task we observed was an issue our wizard had with the timing.
Since the simulated interaction was in a speech-in-textout format (i.e. a test customer was able to talk to the system, the system response was, however, text-based), it was dicult for our wizard to estimate the time a
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reading.
An analogous problem would be knowing when a prerecorded or synthesised speech utterance has nished output. This shows that a lack of status information can inuence the interaction and therefore reduce the reliability of the produced experiment result. The problem of these acknowledgement tokens or back-channels has also been discussed by Jurafsky and Martin (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008) . We may therefore argue that additional status information, either visual or acoustic, can be seen as an important feature a WOZ tool should oer.
WebWOZ A Generic Platform for WOZ
Informed by these evaluation results, a rst version of the WebWOZ Wizard of Oz Prototyping Platform was built. The goal of this platform is not only to tackle the discovered problems with our previous prototype, but also to move away from a tool that supports a single WOZ setting to something that would more broadly support the application of WOZ with respect to language technologies. The software architecture described in Section 8 was implemented and several language technology components, i.e. one ASR component, one TTS component and two dierent MT components, were integrated using web services.
Similar to the wizard interface used with our initial prototype, this new platform is based on a staged dialogue structure (Fig. 2) . However, several additional features were integrated in order to address some of the problems identied. First, the dialogue structure was implemented using a tab layout, to make it easier to distinguish the dierent dialogue stages and track dialogue progress.
Second, the area for recovery utterances was converted into a more general place-holder for frequently used utterances. Third, editing functions were implemented to allow the wizard to add, edit and delete utterances as well as move them between dierent dialogue stages or mark them as frequently used. Furthermore, in order to provide more freedom when interacting with a test participant, the new interface oers the possibility of including a chat-style text input eld. Whereas in most WOZ experiments this kind of free interaction should be avoided, in some situations the experimenter may wish to explore the design space more freely.
With a fourth feature, we tried to tackle the problem of retrieving domain specic information. A congurable lter mechanism for domain-data-based utterances was we also provide a correction mode in which a wizard is able to fully edit the output before it is sent. Both modes are supported for ASR as well as MT components.
Having built a more generic WOZ prototyping platform for language technology applications our next goal was to test whether potential wizards were able to design experiments and if so, whether they would make use of some of the features we had integrated with this tool.
The next sections of this paper therefore report on two rounds of evaluations where experts and non-experts were asked to use the platform to implement two dierent WOZ experiments.
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SUPPORTING EXPERIMENT CONSTRUCTION

Evaluation Method
The rst stage of evaluation was a proof of concept activity that looked at the coverage of the given design space. The goal was to test whether each of the plausible congurations identied earlier (cf. 
Construction Study 1 -Use by Expert Users
In order to validate the experiment creation process of our WOZ platform we conducted a study with 10 researchers working with language technologies. None of them was familiar with our tool; ve of them had experience with WOZ. They were given a short introduction to the prototyping platform and a written manual they could refer to. Following registration with the platform they were asked to carry out two design tasks. For the rst task they were given the exact wording of 16 dierent response utterances for a potential phone banking application.
They had to add these utterances to a new experiment,
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were not given any utterances and therefore had to come up with their own designs. and for Task 2: SD=3.64 (mean=11.51). As they were allowed to create their own designs, some participants showed better performance and more creativity than others. Overall, however, the results of this study show that expert participants were capable of handling both tasks successfully without additional upfront training.
Task and Usability Feedback
In order to obtain additional feedback with respect to the task we used post-task questionnaires to measure task diculty as well as task satisfaction (cf. Table 5 In order to compare these results to an industry standard we calculated the respective System Usability Scale (SUS) score. This was done by rst normalizing the scales of our SUS questionnaire i.e. points from positive statements (questions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9) were reduced by 1 and points from negative statements (questions 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10) were subtracted from 7. Next, the resulting numbers were summed up and multiplied by 5/3 (Note:
this converts a 0-60 points scale to a 0-100 points scale).
Taking the average score across our 10 experts this led to a value of 77/100 (95% condence interval ranging from 68.75 to 85.25), corresponding to good on an adjectival scale (Bangor et al., 2009) . For further information on how to compute SUS scores the reader is referred to Brooke (1996) .
Use of Features
In addition to obtaining feedback about the usability of the platform we were also interested in whether participants would use the range of features available.
One aspect here was the possibility to create a structured dialogue, i.e. using tabs to organize a dialogue in dierent stages. Looking at the log-les we found rather strong dierences in people's preferences on that matter. While on average a participant created 3.71 (median=4) tabs per task the results highlight a spread going from 1 tab only to creating 8 (SD=2.63). However, it seemed that
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 I think that I would like to use this system frequently. I found the system unnecessarily complex. I thought the system was easy to use. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. I found the system very cumbersome to use. I felt very condent using the system. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
Additional open questions
These are problems I had using WebWOZ: These are features I would like to have added to WebWOZ: Here are some nal recommendations:
people structured the dialogue more in the second task (median=3 for the rst task vs. median=4 for the second task) when they had to produce their own selection of utterances, i.e. when they had more freedom to design the interaction.
A second aspect we were interested in was the use of frequently used utterances. Figure 3 shows the experts' use of tabs and frequently used utterances.
In summary this rst round of exploring the creation process showed that potential wizard users were able to successfully design experiments with our WOZ platform.
They used dierent dialogue steps and understood the concept of frequently used utterances.
Construction Study 2 -Use by Learners
While at least some researchers in NLP and HCI might be familiar with WOZ prototyping (cf. Section 3), people working in other elds are rarely exposed to the method. However, as described earlier, various application areas can benet from human simulation. In particular, as language technologies are increasingly used in a variety of devices in combination with other input and output modalities, distinct contributions from dierent disciplines are required to oer intuitive and novel design solutions. Hence, one goal of the platform is to reduce this entry barrier and make WOZ prototyping accessible to people outside the eld of NLP research.
In order to test whether our approach of integrating CMS-like features into a WOZ platform makes it easy enough to be used by novices, we conducted tests with 51 student participants. Students' backgrounds included
Computer Science, Information Systems as well as HCI.
Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 Number of tabs Systran 12 ), synthesised and stored in the system. The wizard was then restricted to choosing these utterances based on the dialog progress (Note: in the wizard interface the utterances were still displayed in English, on the client side, however, the corresponding German utterances were displayed and spoken out). Unrestricted, free-form text was not available for the wizard. The 17 test participants who took on the role of test customers were all native speakers of German. They were told that they would be interacting with a system that understands spoken input in German and asked to solve two information retrieval tasks similar to those used in the previous study (cf. Sections 10). In one of the tasks the system would communicate with them via German speech output, in the second, it would produce German text on a screen.
After the experiment participants were informed that a human wizard operated the system. Additional details and results of this study exploring the inuence MT has on TTS can be found in (Schneider, 2013 Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 Figure 4. Use of tabs and frequently used utterances by learners.
Experiment Support Study 2 -Pronunciation Trainer
The second study employed WOZ to collect a corpus of realistic dialogue utterances for an online language pronunciation trainer. For this purpose we were working with researchers from a dierent institution who had already developed a working prototype of a system that could analyse a test-participant's pronunciation of an English sentence and highlight which words or parts of a sentence were mispronounced. Linking this analysis to actual textual feedback was, however, not supported at the time. The study therefore used a human wizard to produce real-time textual feedback based on the results of the pronunciation analysis. Feedback was provided in
English and aimed at pointing language learners at the words or parts of words that were mispronounced. All language learners were able to understand English. The envisioned tool should simply be used to improve their pronunciation and not to teach them new vocabulary.
With respect to the design space for WOZ in language technology applications such a setup closely resembles the simulation of a dialog system which accepts spoken input and provides text-based feedback (Case 2: speech input, no MT, text output, cf. Table 3 ). Our WOZ tool was used to implement the study. Dierent text elements were prepared so that they could be assembled to exibly form a feedback sentence. The wizard was able to compose the sentence and ll in the details or alternatively create a response completely from scratch. On the client side the pronunciation system was integrated with the Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 WOZ client interface (i.e. it was running in a separated frame integrated in the web-based pronunciation training system). Again, Skype was used to transfer the spoken input from a test-participant to the wizard. Feedback sent from the wizard was then displayed in a text box situated in the bottom of the screen. A member of the other research team, who was also involved the development of the pronunciation analysis system, acted as a wizard.
One trial run was conducted to test the set-up after which 12 test-participants were recruited to train their pronunciation. Additional details and results of this study can be found in (Cabral et al., 2012) .
Remarks on the use of WebWOZ in live experiments
These two studies provide initial validation of the suitability of the WebWOZ prototyping platform for real experimentation, and of this overall approach to supporting WOZ. They also provide evidence that the built-in customization mechanisms (i.e. integration of CMS-like features for the selection of specic language technology settings), and adaptability (i.e. its use of web technologies to permit integration with existing experiment environments), allow for an employment in a variety of settings. Additional work that aims at further improving the broad application of the platform for language technology research is already in progress. To do so the system has been installed in other environments where it will serve as a tool in several research projects (e.g. Schlögl et al., 2013; Milhorat et al., 2013) .
FUTURE WORK
Future work will examine in greater depth the consistency and performance aspects of the wizard's task and how these issues can be addressed. Our interviews with wizards running experiments showed that they are aware of these aspects but struggle to control them. Investigating these aspects will require an extensive program of experimentation with multiple wizards running their own experiments, and as part of this we plan to make the system available to the wider HCI community, for both teaching and research purposes. As a rst step the current version of the platform has been published under the Apache License (Version 2.0) and is available for download 13 . The small interview study conducted as part of the analysis yielded many interesting insights, and so a more substantial qualitative research study would be worth pursuing. Interacting with Computers, Vol. 27 No. 6, 2015 Evaluations suggest that the approach is workable.
We showed that potential users can construct WOZ experiments quickly, which is critical if a technique comparable to`sketching' (cf. Buxton, 2007) is to be supported, and that a comprehensive coverage of the design space can be achieved; supporting the complete list of scenarios outlined in Table 3 . It should be noted that these scenarios also cover potential multilingual experiments. Thus, machine translation was added as a dedicated component to the natural language interaction pipeline, setting our WebWOZ prototyping platform apart from most currently existing WOZ systems.
Focusing more generally on the challenges of WOZ, our evaluations suggest that wizards require additional support. One diculty concerns the selection of appropriate response utterances where, despite sucient familiarisation with a simulated dialogue, a wizard might face the challenges of consistency and timing. A second source of potential error arises through insucient awareness, which was also identied as a cause for inconsistent wizard actions.
